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Teachers for Teachers.

When the Georgia Mathematics Curriculum Framework was released in April 2012, Georgia teachers and school leaders were faced with the daunting task of deciding which mathematics standards to teach in their classrooms. They needed a database that highlights the connections between existing local curricular resources and state standards. The teacher-friendly, interactive database designed by the CEE for the Georgia State Department of Education makes implementing the new Georgia Mathematics Curriculum Framework easy.

Join us at the Council's Annual Conference this spring for more information on the new Common Core State Standards:

- New Common Core Alignment Tool
- CEE's new correlation tool to find standards and related lessons for the K-12 classroom
- Case studies on how other states and local districts are implementing Common Core standards

For specific start dates in their state.

CEE's National Economics Challenge will soon be heating up for next year. The competition begins this fall. Teams and coaches should check with their state economics, business, social studies and entrepreneurship. CEE's annual Economics Challenge Coming Soon!

EconEdLink is a database of hundreds of online economic and personal finance lessons for K-12 teachers. EconEdLink is a teacher-friendly tool designed to simplify lesson planning. By registering for an EconEdLink account, you'll also:

- Be able to add your own notes, save lessons, and receive notifications when new resources are added
- Have access to a forum focused on content as well as teaching methods, offering the opportunity to develop new lesson plans with up-to-date examples
- Find a local CEE Council or Center

You can also sign up for a free EconEdLink account. Learn more about EconEdLink today!

We are here for you.
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